
    

    

The Triple A’s of Learning: Assessment, Access and Ask. The Triple A’s of Learning: Assessment, Access and Ask. The Triple A’s of Learning: Assessment, Access and Ask. The Triple A’s of Learning: Assessment, Access and Ask.     

 

The staff at Johnston Heights has spent the last 4 years looking at ways to implement the new 

curriculum through Inquiry Based Learning.  Their learning journey has taken them to 

understanding the 3 main pillars of learning:  Assessment, Access and Ask. The belief is that 

teachers who develop’ Assessment’ that measures growth of learning will design lessons in  

which all students can’ Access’ their learning and this is done through ‘Asking’ the Inquiry 

question.  

 

The foundation of Inclusion support really begins with a clear understanding of assessment 

that allows students to access their learning. Moving teachers towards an understanding that 

students need to demonstrate the growth of their learning has been challenging. To support 

teachers in their learning, 2 teachers on staff have been given a block of time to assist 

teachers.  This support is done at Department Head meetings, Department meetings and 

individual or small group teacher meetings. The teachers are also available during 

Collaboration time, Pro-D days and Staff meetings. These teachers are also a part of a cohort 

group looking at assessment in MyEd with the Ministry of Education. Although these 2 

teachers are not providing direct service to the student, they are supporting the Inclusion 

model by providing a framework of assessment for all students.  

 

A key paradigm shift was moving from thinking of students being designated to students 

with learning needs. This meant changing language from those students belong to a program 

to these are all our students. This new mindset allows all students to feel accepted into the 

learning community.  

 

In keeping with the framework of the new curriculum, and to adjust to changing mindsets, 

the delivery model for Special Ed students needed to change to meet the full spectrum of 

learning needs. It was with this intention that we developed a model of Inclusion at Johnston 

Heights. 



 

 

Inclusion Inclusion Inclusion Inclusion ------------    History at Johnston Heights.History at Johnston Heights.History at Johnston Heights.History at Johnston Heights.    

 

In September 2013, Johnston Heights began a 2 year transition from a traditional pull out 

model of LST support to an Inclusion model. The following September (2014), the Inclusion 

model was fully implemented for Grades 8 and 9. Now in our third year of implementation, 

the model continues to develop based on the needs of students. The need for this change in 

delivery model was based on the District support for Differentiated Instruction in addition to 

the implementation of the IB Middle Year’s Programme that requires a school to write and 

adopt an Inclusion Policy prior to Authorization.  

 

Inclusion in the MYPInclusion in the MYPInclusion in the MYPInclusion in the MYP    

The MYP is intended to be an inclusive programme that caters to the needs of all students. 

Thus,  IB strongly encourages schools to offer the MYP inclusively and schools must explain 

situations in which the programme is not available to all students. The central place of 

approaches to learning (ATL) helps teachers and students respond in a flexible way to 

individual learning needs, including the needs of those who are learning in a language other 

than their first language or who have learning support requirements. The MYP is designed to 

include students with learning support requirements. Students with learning support 

requirements, as defined by the IB, may: 

• display difficulties or live with conditions that are a barrier to learning and therefore 

need particular teaching strategies for classroom management and effective 

education 

• have the aptitude to meet all curriculum and assessment requirements but require 

support their full potential in learning and assessment 

• require support to access teaching and learning including planned strategies to access 

curricular instruction and inclusive assessment arrangements to access assessment. 

As schools implement the MYP inclusively, teachers design learning experiences that allow 

students across a range of needs to meet their learning objectives (see Meeting student 

learning diversity in the classroom (2013)). Differentiated teaching practices can build 

opportunities in which each student can develop, pursue and achieve appropriate individual 

learning goals. This may involve utilizing collaborative and cooperative learning, a variety 

of learning practices, creative approaches to teaching and learning, differing formats and 

modes of exploring and presenting knowledge and understanding being made available to 

the students. 

 

Inclusion succeeds when a school-wide culture of collaboration encourages and supports 

inquiry and problem-solving. Increasing participation in the Schools should ensure equality of 

access to the curriculum and provide students with the support they need in order to set and 

meet challenging educational goals. 

 

The inclusion/special educational needs (SEN) policy developed by the school should be 

public and readily available to staff, parents and students.  



 

The inclusion of all students requires a school to address differentiation within the written 

and taught curriculum, and this needs to be demonstrated in the unit planner and in the 

teaching environment, which is reviewed during programme authorization and evaluation. 

 

 

The Inclusion Model:  The Inclusion Model:  The Inclusion Model:  The Inclusion Model:  What does the model look like?What does the model look like?What does the model look like?What does the model look like?    

 

September 2014 

 

Total block count for support: 62 

LST (ELL/Inclusion) 38 blocks --- 22 blocks allocated to Grade 8 and 9 

- 1 block allocated for PSI (to support students with Autism0 

- 15 blocks for Grade 10-12 support 

BASES:  14 blocks  

 

Aboriginal Advocate: 2 blocks 

 

Connections: 7 blocks 

 

Gifted: 1 block 

 

This Inclusion model was richly staffed at the Grade 8 and 9 level to help teachers design 

lessons that would allow for students to ‘Access’ their learning.   

 

What wasWhat wasWhat wasWhat was    Inclusion SupportInclusion SupportInclusion SupportInclusion Support    for Grade 8for Grade 8for Grade 8for Grade 8    in 2014?in 2014?in 2014?in 2014?    

The Grade 8 timetable was linear and had students taking 5 courses over 2 blocks of time in a 

Pod structure. The Pod is made up of 80 students divided into 3 sections. The subjects taught 

in the Pod include: English, Socials, Science, Math and Languages (French and Spanish). There 

were 4 Pods and each Pod had an Inclusion Teacher attached for the year.  

 

Alamzadeh, Maryam BASES 1

Aujla, Ruby (Job Share)  ELL CM 1

Boehringer, Justin AB ADV 1

Chee, Li ll ian ELL CM ELL GR 10-12 ELL SUPPORTELD 10 4

Dyck, Loretta AB ADV (G 9 POD)LIF (G 9 POD) LIF(G8 POD/) LIF (G 8 POD) INC COORDINATORINC COORDINATORGR 9 SUPPORT GR 9 SUPPORT 7

England, Greg Multi Multi PSI BASES Multi Multi GR 8 POD SUPPORTGR 8 POD SUPPORT7

Gill , Mandeep ELL RECEPTION INCLUSION 2HL ELD 11 G 8 POD SUPPORTGR 8 POD SUPPORTGR 9 SUPPORT ELD 11 7

Hampson, Judith Tutorial Tutorial Tutorial GR 10-12 LST GR 10-12 LST GR 10-12 LST GR 10-12 LST 7

Krekic, Carla BASES BASES G 9 Pod G 9 Pod BASES BASES G 9 Pod 7

Ma, Tim BASES PSI BASES 3

Reimer, Caroline G 8 Pod () G 8 Pod G 9 Pod G 9 Pod GIFTED/LD 8-12GR 9 SUPPORT GR 8 POD GR 8 POD 7

Zappone, Maria ELD 10 1



Grade 8 BASES students were placed in a MYP timetable wherever possible. The students 

were supported by both EAs and the Inclusion teacher in Pods and by EAs in their non-pod 

classes.  

  

ELL students were also placed in the MYP timetable and when needed taken out to give 

targeted support for Language Acquisition. 

 

Gifted and Gifted/LD were supported by the Inclusion Teacher who was assigned the Gifted 

portfolio.  

 

 

What diWhat diWhat diWhat did Support look like for Grade d Support look like for Grade d Support look like for Grade d Support look like for Grade 9999----    12?12?12?12?    

 There was an attempt to support Grade 9 in a similar model to Grade 8 but the structure of 

the timetable didn’t allow for it. There was in- class support but it was fragmented and the 

Inclusion team felt they didn’t provide enough support. For Grade 10-12, it was the traditional 

model of tutorial and very little in class support. 

 

Grade 9 BASES students were placed into MYP timetables as much as possible. Only one 

Grade 9 student could not access the MYP timetable and received full BASES support.  

 

ELL students continued to receive ELL classes targeted to their proficiency in English.  

 

 

 

September 2015September 2015September 2015September 2015        

 

Total block count for support: 69 

LST (ELL/Inclusion) 43  blocks ---  17 blocks allocated to Grade 8 and 9 

- 1 block allocated for PSI (to support students with Autism) 

- 25  blocks for Grade 10-12 support 

 

BASES:  16 blocks  

 

Aboriginal Advocate: 2 blocks 

 

Connections: 7 blocks 

 

Gifted: 1 block 

 
 



 
 

What was Inclusion Support for Grade 8 in 2015?What was Inclusion Support for Grade 8 in 2015?What was Inclusion Support for Grade 8 in 2015?What was Inclusion Support for Grade 8 in 2015?    

This is the third year of Inclusion in the Pods.  Pod teachers felt they didn’t require the same 

level of support in the class room by an Inclusion teacher since they had a greater 

understanding of how to meet the needs of students in class.  

 

This year, the BASES students required additional considerations when creating their 

timetable. In previous years, the BASES students could be fully included; however, this year, 

more targeted interventions and more EA support needed to be given to the BASES students.   

  

ELL students were also placed in the MYP timetable and when needed taken out to give 

targeted support for Language Acquisition.  Next year, we want to provide a different 

structure within the Pods to provide more targeted support to ELL students. ELL students will 

then do half the year in ELL instead of a Language and then be able to take either French or 

Spanish for the second half if they are proficient in English. if they are proficient in English. if they are proficient in English. if they are proficient in English. If they require additional ELL 

support they will continue to receive targeted support.  

 

Gifted and Gifted/LD were supported by the Inclusion Teacher who was assigned the Gifted 

portfolio.  

 

 

What did Support look like for Grade 9What did Support look like for Grade 9What did Support look like for Grade 9What did Support look like for Grade 9----    12?12?12?12?    

The Grade 9 timetable was restructured so that support could be more effectively provided. 

Students were placed in Pods (Science, Math, PE, Fine Arts) and in pairs (Design/English and 

Social Studies/Language).  One full time Inclusion Teacher was assigned to support students 

in classes. Another half time Inclusion Teacher was assigned to classes that required targeted 

support.  

 

 

Teaching Staff S1 -- Period 1 S1 -- Period 2 S1 -- Period 3 S1 -- Period 4 S2 -- Period 1 S2 -- Period 2 S2 -- Period 3

Adamson, Ashley INCLUSION ELD 10 ELD 10 3

Beyer, Ashley INCLUSION 1

Chee, Lil l ian ELL WR 10 ELL WR 11 ELL Read 11 ELL Cse Manage 4

Dasanjh, Jason International Ad INCLUSION INCLUSION INCLUSION International Ad INCLUSION INCLUSION 5

England, Greg XWEX BASES BASES BASES BASES BASES XWEX 7

Fowler, Megan INCLUSION 1

Gill , Mandeep ELL CASE MGT INCLUSION ELD 11 Inclsuion 4

Hampson, Judith INCLUSION INCLUSION INCLUSION INCLUSION INCLUSION INCLUSION INCLUSION 7

Ma, Tim BASES BASES BASES 3

Nakada, Mark CONNECTIONS CONNECTIONS CONNECTIONS CONNECTIONS CONNECTIONS CONNECTIONS CONNECTIONS 7

Pawar, Kristen BASES BASES BASES BASES BASES BASES BASES 7

Reimer, Caroline INCLUSION INCLUSION INCLUSION INCLUSION INCLUSION INCLUSION INCLUSION 7

Renyard, Sheila INCLUSION INCLUSION INCLUSION INCLUSION INCLUSION INCLUSION INCLUSION 7

Scozzafava, Beth INCLUSION/BASES 1

Julie Cox Inclusion Inclusion INCLUSION 3

Cynthia Weldon Aboriginal Adv Aboriginal Adv 2

69



Grade 9 BASES students were placed into MYP timetables as much as possible. Only one 

Grade 9 student could not access the MYP timetable and received full BASES support.  

 

ELL students continued to receive ELL classes targeted to their proficiency in English.  

 

Students in Grades 10-12 receive in class support. When students require specific 

accommodations, a plan of support is designed to meet their needs. An example may include 

some students receiving a reduced timetable.  

 

 

Challenges:Challenges:Challenges:Challenges:    

 

The two greatest challenges this year have been the increase in students designated with 

Autism and the increase of complexity of needs for our BASES students.  

Our BASES students are requiring much of our EA support which leaves very little time to 

support other students,  particularly our students with Autism.  

 There are now 25 students with the G designation. Many of our Autistic Students are not able 

to access learning as they are often: 

  

• needing a quiet space in which to relieve some anxiety  

• needing a person(s) to be their daily touch base throughout the day 

• lacking a safe ‘‘home’’ base where they can confidently store their belongings and go 

to for reassurance 

• needing more specific advocacy/support for appropriate teaching strategies, 

assignments, assessments, and behaviour management 

• not feeling welcome (perception) and thus not emotionally in a safe/secure place that 

allows for learning  

 

 

We are currently working on a proposal to set up a program to support specifically our 

students with Autism. We believe if we can provide a program that decreases their behaviours 

and increases their engagement in learning, this will allow for greater in class support for all 

learners.  


